
Welcome to our 

Parents’ meeting
September 2021

Mrs Oliver Mrs Morton Mrs Cameron



Purpose and aims

• Provide the expectations for the end of 

the year in terms of the curriculum

• Explain the purpose of planners

• Clarify information about the school –

based on parent questionnaire feedback



Changes due to COVID

• Although restrictions have eased across England, we 

are still exercising precautions in school. These include 

staggered starts/ends to the day to ease congestion in 

the school entrances, staggered break times, reducing 

visitors into school and additional cleaning routines.

• A full risk assessment has been carried out by Mrs 

Miller and Miss Stanton, and will continue to be 

monitored.



School Life
School life is a free app that we use to communicate 

all letters, newsletters and notices through. Please 
ensure you have downloaded it and enabled 
notifications.

 If you have not received your personal log in, please 
contact the school office ASAP.

Engagement with this app is important to keep up to 
date with all current information.



Expectations of the 

academic year
• Curriculum content for Year 3/4

• This is an overview of the year group of the relevant 
National Curriculum objectives.

• Essentially, each year group needs to be able to read and 
spell at their level.  There are copies of the spellings 
relevant for each year group in the front of the planner. 
These are not exhaustive lists.



Curriculum Overview - Topics 

 The Victorians

 Vikings

 Mountains and Volcanoes

 Stone Age



Curriculum Expectations

 Reading:

develop positive attitudes to reading, and an understanding of what 
they read.

understand what they read, in books they can read independently.

retrieve and record information from non-fiction.

participate in discussion about both books that are read to them and 
those they can read for themselves, taking turns and listening to what 
others say.



Curriculum Expectations

Writing:

Spelling

 use further prefixes and suffixes and understand how to add them 

 spell further homophones

 spell words that are often misspelt

 place the possessive apostrophe accurately in words with regular plurals [for example, girls’, boys’] and 

in words with irregular plurals [for example, children’s]

 use the first 2 or 3 letters of a word to check its spelling in a dictionary

 write from memory simple sentences, dictated by the teacher, that include words and punctuation 

taught so far



Curriculum Expectations

Writing:

Handwriting

 use the diagonal and horizontal strokes that are needed to join letters and understand 

which letters, when adjacent to one another, are best left unjoined

 increase the legibility, consistency and quality of their handwriting, [for example, by 

ensuring that the downstrokes of letters are parallel and equidistant, and that lines of 

writing are spaced sufficiently so that the ascenders and descenders of letters do not 

touch]



Curriculum Expectations
Writing:

Composition
 plan their writing by:

 discussing writing similar to that which they are planning to write in order to understand and learn from its structure, vocabulary and 
grammar

 discussing and recording ideas

 draft and write by:

 composing and rehearsing sentences orally (including dialogue), progressively building a varied and rich vocabulary and an increasing range 
of sentence structures English organising paragraphs around a theme

 in narratives, creating settings, characters and plot

 in non-narrative material, using simple organisational devices [for example, headings and sub-headings]

 evaluate and edit by:

 assessing the effectiveness of their own and others’ writing and suggesting improvements

 proposing changes to grammar and vocabulary to improve consistency, including the accurate use of pronouns in sentences

 proofread for spelling and punctuation errors

 read their own writing aloud to a group or the whole class, using appropriate intonation and controlling the tone and volume so 
that the meaning is clear



Curriculum Expectations
Writing:

Punctuation, vocabulary and grammar 
 develop their understanding of the key concepts by:

 extending the range of sentences with more than one clause by using a wider range of conjunctions, including: when, if, because,
although

 using the present perfect form of verbs in contrast to the past tense

 choosing nouns or pronouns appropriately for clarity and cohesion and to avoid repetition

 using conjunctions, adverbs and prepositions to express time and cause

 using fronted adverbials

 indicate grammatical and other features by:

 using commas after fronted adverbials

 indicating possession by using the possessive apostrophe with plural nouns

 using and punctuating direct speech

 use and understand grammatical terminology accurately and appropriately when discussing their writing and reading



Curriculum Expectations

Maths:

Number and place value

The four operations

Fractions

Measurement

Geometry

Statistics



A typical school day

• 08:55 Arrive at school on time for when the gates are opened

• Register 

• Class assembly

• Lesson 1

• Lesson 2

• 10:30 – 10:45 Break

• Lesson 3

• 12:00 – 13:00 Dinner time

• Lessons

• 15:20 Home time collect from gate 

Year 3/4 children will enter 

and exit the school via the KS2 

gate.



P.E Kits

• PE kits need to be in school everyday – shorts, 

t-shirts and black pumps.  KS2 can also have 

tracksuit bottoms and trainers for outside 

sports. 

• Year 3/4 normally have P.E on a Tuesday 

or Wednesday.



Homework
 Homework will be set weekly on a WEDNESDAY, this should be 

completed by the following TUESDAY.

 Spellings should be learnt daily and will be tested on a Tuesday.

 Please ensure you sign the planner after your child has completed their 

homework.

 Homework may be online or in a paper form.  Please check that 

Mathletics tasks have been completed correctly (if the task has a red 

bar instead of green or orange, children should try the task again) 

and then sign the planner to say they have completed it.  If children 

find the homework too difficult, you may want to put a note in their 

planner.



Online homework
• Mathletics –the school pays for each child to be a member of Mathletics.  This is  a 

web based tool to help children learn and use a variety of maths skills.  All children's 
logons are in their planners.  Staff set most of their maths homework online every 
week through Mathletics. Tasks can be set but all tasks can also be accessed by 
children without them being set. ‘Live Mathletics’ is a great game to improve mental 
maths and rapid recall of facts.

• Spelling Shed- School also pays for every child to access Spelling Shed- this should be 
used daily to help children learn their weekly spellings, set by the class teacher weekly.

• Times Tables Rock Stars. School also pays for every child to access Times Tables Rock 
Stars.  Children are expected to know times tables facts up to 12 x 12, by the end of 
Year 4. This game really improves children’s recall of times tables facts. There is a 
free app to download, or you can play on the website.

• Numbots. Paid for by school and created by the same company that produces TT 
Rockstars. It is focused on number recognition and fluency and supports mental 
calculations throughout school life. 



Planners
• Planners need to be in school everyday.  In the planners there is a lot of 

information to help you support your child with their learning. We expect 

these to be used to communicate messages between home and school.  We 

would like you to support us with your child's learning by using them 

regularly.

• Please check them daily.

• Reading: Read with your child daily and sign to say you have read with 

them – Children can read a variety of texts including use of a kindle, 

iPad, magazine, comics etc. This is really important to help your child 

improve their vocabulary which further supports writing.



Planner content
• English glossary of terms, punctuation, word classes etc – explanation of the terms 

involved with grammar and punctuation to help with writing.

• Writing – Alan Peat Sentences – examples to help your child write sentences at home. 

Simply copy the grammatical sentence and change the vocabulary. 

• Maths Visual Calculation Policy – there is a range of maths vocabulary to support 

the four operations.  Visual calculation slides – the full document can be found on 

the school website.  The maths VCP are used in classrooms throughout the school for 

the children to learn from – the teachers use these to support lessons. 

• Sticker on first page – your child’s log in for their online learning platforms.



Planners 
• Assessment – developing, inline or greater 

depth Assessment – We have worked as 

a group of Pentagon schools (5 local 

schools) to develop an assessment system.  

We have half termly meeting with 

senior leaders to discuss pupils’ progress.  

We then teacher assess the pupils on 

whether they are developing, inline or 

working at greater depth against age 

related expectations. 



Planners

Please sign the 

Home/School 

agreement on 

page 4.



Planners - spellings
Reception = words chn need to recognise and 

spell by end of the year.

 We have weekly checks on spellings that 

children should practise at home.  The 

spellings are put into a sentence also.  

Spellings always need to be taught in context. 

Key spellings that children get incorrect will 

be written into the planner for the children 

to practise regularly. 



Planners -

spellings



Planners -

spellings



Reading Bingo

 Reading Challenge.

 Try and read as many books as you 
can to complete the different tasks 
in the boxes.

 An adult should initial the box when 
a book has been completed.

 Show your teacher when you have 
completed them all – will you be 
first?



Reading VIPERs
VIPERS is a helpful acronym 

of the different reading skills 

that we use in all of our 

reading.

You can use these question to 

help you ask your child 

questions about the books they 

are reading.



Planners – times tables

By the end of Year 

4, children should 

know and recall 

multiplication and 

division facts for 

multiplication tables 

up to 12 × 12.



STOP (Several Times On 

Purpose) – anti bullying
• Here at Blanford Mere we use the acronym STOP to define 

bullying - Several Times on Purpose - not the odd occasion 

where children are unkind to each other.

• We provide children with workshops, and through PSHE we 

talk about this issue. If there are any occasions where you 

may feel that your child is being treated unkindly – please 

do not hesitate to see your child’s class teacher or Phase 

leader.

• If you would like further information about what the 

school will do to support you then please see our website for 

the policy.  



STOP – anti bullying
• We take this issue very serious as a school – from pupil 
voice/parent surveys we do not have an issue with this here 
at Blanford Mere.  We do a lot of work in school with the 
children to ensure they understand the difference between 
bullying and unkindness.

• Bullying is usually defined as behaviour that is:

Repeated, intended to hurt someone either physically or 
emotionally, often aimed at certain groups, e.g. because of 
race, religion, gender or sexual orientation

• It takes many forms and can include:  physical assault, 
teasing,  making threats, name calling, cyberbullying -
bullying via mobile phone or online (e.g. email, social 
networks and instant messenger)



Cyber Bullying

 We do our upmost to keep our children safe in school – internet 

access is limited to child friendly sites. Each week a log of any 

children or staff trying to access any unsuitable websites and 

incidents are dealt with by Miss Stanton – if parents need to be 

informed about incidents then Miss Stanton will contact you.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynRBxjbIxn4

 https://www.childnet.com/parents-and-carers/hot-topics

 https://nationalonlinesafety.com/hub/guide

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynRBxjbIxn4
https://www.childnet.com/parents-and-carers/hot-topics
https://nationalonlinesafety.com/hub/guide


Behaviour
 Rights Respecting School 

We encourage good behaviour in a variety of ways at Blanford Mere.  

Underpinning this is the Rights Respecting charter – details of the 

articles can be found in your child's planner.  We are a Rights 

Respecting School.  This means that we enable children to access their 

rights every day at school and teach them to respect their own and 

others’ rights.  The children learn about this in all aspects of life 

from classroom work to assemblies.  In each class children have 

chosen 4-5 articles that will underpin their values of how they 

behave in their classroom.  We have lunchtime charters created by 

the children and will be working together to develop a playground 

charter.



Behaviour
Rewards and sanctions & KS1 and KS2 end of term treat 

– golden time 

We try to promote good behaviour amongst the children –

children are rewarded with stickers, certificates, post cards 

home, head/deputy awards to name a few. 

KS1 and KS2 operate a reward system called Golden time.  

Each pupil is rewarded weekly for their behaviour by 

having 20 minutes golden time (usually on a Friday 

afternoon).  



Behaviour
 Rewards and sanctions & KS1 and KS2 end of term treat – golden time 

 If children have not met our expectations of behaviour, then they can have golden time 

taken off them in five minute intervals dependent on the incident.  At the end of every 

term, KS1 and KS2 are rewarded with an End of term treat for those pupils who have 

not lost 25 minutes golden time (5 red stickers in one term = lose end of term treat). 

End of term treats may be different to previous years, in line with the current 

government guidance.

 If your child gets a red sticker, this will be put in their planner. Please sign the sticker so 

that we know that you are aware of this. After 3 red stickers in one term, the class 

teacher will speak with you.

 If they have received 5 red stickers, then those pupils and parents are informed and will 

lose out on the treat. There are very few pupils who do lose out!  Our full behaviour 

policy can be found on the school website. 



Behaviour

We like to work together with parents; teachers 

may ask to see you at the end of the day to talk 

with you and your child. This may be to 

highlight things they’ve done well, support they 

need with learning or a behaviour issue. We try 

to work together to resolve issues. 



Behaviour
• If you would like to discuss anything then please make an 

appointment to see your child’s class teacher – the end of 

the day is best.  If you feel that you need the KS manager 

(either Mr Baker or Mr Wade) to be involved, we can 

arrange this. If you have exhausted these two options and 

you are still not happy – then ring the office to book an 

appointment to see Miss Stanton – Deputy Headteacher.

• Finally, if we have still not been able to rectify your 

problem, ring to make an appointment with our 

Headteacher, Mrs Miller. 



All children’s names will be 

placed on green on a chart like 

this in the class.

They can move up and down 

the chart, depending on their 

behaviour.

It is expected that children show 

good behaviour and remain on 

at least green as ‘green is good’. 



If they go above and beyond 

expectations, they will move to 

silver and gold.

Rewards will be given for 

positive behaviour.

However, poor behaviour will 

mean they will move down the 

chart to orange, red or grey as 

consequences for their 

behaviour.



The chart is to help achieve a consistent 

approach to behaviour in the school.  

Obviously, there will be some incidents that 

need discretion and teachers may need to 

treat those cases in a different manner. 

All children start on green everyday. 

Possible end of term treats
AUTUMN TREAT = Christmas Games 
afternoon 
SPRING TREAT = Round robin activities 
afternoon KS1 – am, KS2 – pm.
SUMMER TREAT = Bouncy Castles Day









Stickers in planners

In a term:

 After 5 times on SILVER, you will get a GOLD .

 After 5 times on GOLD, you will get a certificate from Mrs Miller.

 5 oranges on separate days (children aren’t given orange stickers) = 
one red warning

 5 red stickers in one term = loss of end of term treat

 Parents sign planner when RED sticker is given



Finally…
We hope that you have found this information useful.  Our 

aim is to provide an exciting curriculum for your child and 

enable them to reach their full potential. 

We would like to thank you all for taking the time to read this 

and hope that we can work together to support your child.  

If you have any questions then please write them in your child’s 

planner. Thank you. 


